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Icosahedral carbaboranes with peripheral hydrogen-chalcogenide 

functions: their structures from gas electron diffraction and 

chemical shielding in solution  

Tomáš Baše,a Josef Holub,a Jindřich Fanfrlík,b Drahomír Hnyk,a* Paul D. Lane,c,d Derek A. Wann,c Yury 
V. Vishnevskiy,e* Denis Tikhonov,e,f,g Christian G. Reutere and Norbert W. Mitzele* 

 

Abstract: Samples of closo-1,2-(EH)2-1,2-C2B10H10 (E = S, Se) have 
been prepared; in the case of E = Se for the first time. Their semi-
experimental equilibrium molecular structures were established by 
the concerted use of quantum-chemical computations and gas elec-
tron diffraction (GED). A method has been developed and implemen-
ted to quantify the contribution of experimental data to each refined 
structural parameter. The accuracy of the experimental structures, 
as well as those computed at the MP2 level, were gauged by com-
parison of experimental 11B NMR chemical shifts with quantum-
chemically computed ones; the inclusion of electron correlation 
(GIAO-MP2) provides superior results. For geometrical predictive 
purposes, the remaining group VI elements were considered and the 
icosahedral structures for E = O and Te were also computed; for E = 
O the same theoretical approach was used as for E = S, while for E 
= Te a similar description as for E = Se was employed.  

Introduction 

The so-called ortho-carborane, i.e. 1,2-closo-C2B10H12, has re-
ceived considerable attention in boron cluster chemistry. This 
neutral molecule is based on a 12-vertex icosahedron with two 
CH and ten BH vertices. Because {CH}– and {BH}2– are isoelec-
tronic units, there are two other structural isomers, differing in 

the relative positions of the two CH fragments. Of all of these 
icosahedral clusters, ortho-carbaborane is the most intensely 
studied because its preparation is relatively straightforward. 
Moreover, it has very rich substitution chemistry. Outer functio-
nalization can be achieved by replacing terminal hydrogen 
atoms by various substituents to maintain the overall neutral 
charge. Chalcogen atoms belong to a class of substituents 
capable of generating derivatives of the icosahedral cage both 
as part of the cage1 and as a peripheral group; the latter has so 
far been exemplified by thiolated carbaboranes. Quite recently it 
has been found that such compounds form self-assembled 
monolayers on metal surfaces.2 closo-1,12-(SH)2-1,12-C2B10H10 
and closo-9,12-(SH)2-1,2-C2B10H10, for example, can act as mo-
difiers of both, gold nanoparticles and gold flat films, due to their 
strong interaction with coinage metals. Such an affinity of sulfur 
towards gold, silver and copper is well documented,3 and often 
called thiophilic. 
Both of these species have been structurally characterized in the 
solid state4 and in the gas phase.5 The rationale for studying the 
gas-phase structure is that the modification of metal surfaces 
generally happens from the gas phase. On this basis, we have 
prepared another known thiolated icosahedral carbaborane, 
closo-1,2-(SH)2-1,2-C2B10H10 (1),6 to expand the gas-phase and 
structural chemistry of this class of compounds. The affinity of 
selenium-containing functional groups towards gold, silver and 
copper surfaces is also substantial. Consequently, we have now 
attempted to prepare closo-1,2-(SeH)2-1,2-C2B10H10 (2) as well. 
It is known that the necessary intermediate for getting 2, the 
lithium 1,2-diselenolato-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaboranate salt 
(Li+)2[closo-1,2-(Se)2-1,2-C2B10H10]2–, tends to dimerize in an 
oxidative manner7 and, therefore, could not yet been success-
fully protonated. The dianion also easily reacts with several 
silicon compounds.8 
In the present work the structure of 2 was examined in the gas-
phase for the same reason as for 1. Similarly to sulfur, selenium 
possesses a much greater scattering ability for electrons than 
hydrogen and, consequently, the carbaborane core can be 
characterized in the gas phase more accurately than in the 
parent ortho-carborane.9 Iodine substitution has also served this 
purpose.10  
The tellurium homologue adds to the family of 12-vertex closo-
systems, and in particular to those containing a group 16 ele-
ment.11 1-TeB11H11 has been mentioned in the literature12 but 
has so far not been structurally characterized. We have, there-
fore, computed structural and magnetic properties of 1,2-(TeH)2-
1,2-C2B10H10 (3) to see whether any of the structural trends 
along the series S, Se, Te might be reflected in modifying metal 
surfaces with such chalcogen-functionalized carbaboranes. 
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Results and Discussion 

Synthesis 

We have achieved a synthesis that yields 2, an accomplishment 
that should be appreciated considering that previous attempts to 
protonate (Li+)2[closo-1,2-(Se)2-1,2-C2B10H10]2– were not suc-
cessful and generally led to dimerization; 2 itself is prone to 
oxidative coupling in air as well (the cyclic eight-membered bis-
(diselenane) with annulated carborane moieties is formed). This 
may be attributed to the higher acidity of 2 in relation to 1. 
Generally, organic selenols are much more acidic than thiols.13 
When we computed the gas-phase acidities (GA) of monoacids 
of 1 and 2 (using the MP2/AE1 method) we found that 2 was 
slightly more acidic than 1 (1271.4 vs. 1288.2 kJ mol–1 for 2 and 
1, respectively). These values are comparable with the value of 
1279.5 kJ mol–1 GA computed for the monoacid of closo-1,2-
(COOH)2-1,2-C2B10H10.14 However, when computing the corre-
sponding GA for the diacids, such values are not so pronounced 
in terms of GA, which can be ascribed to formation of the 
CCEH···E pentagonal rings that hinder further deprotonations 
and  suggest that the difficulty in preparing closo-1,2-(EH)2-1,2-
C2B10H10, particularly for E = Se, is because the Se···H contact is 
shorter than S···H. 
 
Molecular structure determination by GED 

Gas-phase structures of 1 and 2 (Figure 1) have been refined 
using the program UNEX.15 In previous studies we have suc-
cessfully demonstrated the refinement of the molecular structure 
of 9,12-I2-closo-1,2-C2B10H10 in Cartesian coordinates aided by 
regularization.10 The same method has been applied in this work. 
Quantum-chemical calculations of potential energy surfaces 
(Figure 2 and 3) revealed a possible existence of two conforma-
tions with Cs and C2 symmetries for both 1 and 2 differing in 
relative positions of hydrogen atoms. In refinement the geometri-
cal models (see Tables S4 and S5) were constructed so that the 
symmetries of theoretically predicted conformers were preser-
ved. The functional for minimization had an additional regula-
rization term to stabilize the solution of the inverse problem: 𝑄 = 𝑄GED + 𝛼𝑄QC = ∑ (𝑠𝑖𝑀model(𝑠𝑖) − 𝑠𝑖𝑀exp(𝑠𝑖))2𝑖⏟                    𝑄GED +
𝛼∑ (𝑝𝑗model − 𝑝𝑗QC)2𝑗⏟            𝑄QC ,              (1) 

where QGED is the GED discrepancy functional, QQC is the penal-
ty functional based on the computed quantum-chemical para-
meters, sM(s) is the reduced molecular scattering intensity, α is 
the global regularization parameter and p are the refined para-
meters, in our case Cartesian coordinates. Optimal values for α 
were determined using a method described recently (see 
Figures S13–S16).10 
The compositions of vapors of 1 and 2 were modeled as 
mixtures of conformations of C2 and Cs symmetry, which differed 
mostly in the positions of hydrogen atoms of the -SH and -SeH 
groups. The contributions of these hydrogen atoms (as atom 
pairs with all other atoms in the molecules) to the diffraction 
patterns are, as expected, very small, and refining the confor-
mational composition does not, therefore, lead to meaningful 
results. Instead, relative amounts of the conformers were calcu-

lated from Boltzmann distributions considering MP2/cc-pVTZ 
energies and temperatures of the corresponding GED experi-
ments. The obtained amounts of the C2-conformers for 1 and 2 
are 55 and 42%, respectively, and were assumed in the 
structural analysis. Initial refinements were performed using the 
vibrational amplitudes and distance corrections obtained from 
MD simulations (models GED-MD, see Tables S6-S9). The MD 
trajectories projected onto the PES are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
After that higher-quality models (denoted as GED-VM) were 
constructed using vibrational amplitudes and corrections (Tables 
S10-S13) obtained from quadratic and cubic force fields 
calculated at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level. In refinement of 1 the 
optimal value of α was found to be 5. In case of 2, two solutions 
were found for α = 0.7 and 43. The final refined structural para-
meters of 1 and 2 are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. 
The corresponding radial distribution functions are given in 
Figures 4 and 5. 

 
Figure 1. C2 (left) and Cs (right) conformers of carbaboranedithiole 1 
and -selenole 2, see below. 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Fragment of PES for 1 with MD trajectory at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory. 
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Figure 3. Fragment of PES for 2 with MD trajectory at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level of theory. 

 

Figure 4. Experimental (circles) and model (solid line) radial 
distribution functions of 1. The difference curve is shown at the 
bottom. Vertical bars indicate the most important interatomic terms. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. Averaged values of selected theoretical and semi-
experimental geometrical parameters (Å, degrees) of 1 with 
respective experiment contribution factors.a  
 

 MP2/cc-pVTZ GED 

re re rg wb 

rB‒H 1.181 1.186(5) 1.209(5) 0.00 

rS‒H 1.339 1.341(5) 1.361(5) 0.01 

rC‒B 1.704 1.702(4) 1.722(4) 0.17 

rC‒C 1.756 1.755(7) 1.765(7) 0.08 

rB‒B 1.782 1.777(5) 1.793(5) 0.18 

rC‒S 1.769 1.755(4) 1.770(4) 0.36 ∠(C‒C‒B)narrow 59.2 59.2(2)  0.03 ∠(C‒C‒B)wide 109.7 109.5(2)  0.02 ∠C‒B‒C 61.5 61.6(2)  0.05 ∠(C‒B‒B)narrow 58.3 58.4(2)  0.06 ∠(C‒B‒B)wide 105.6 105.7(2)  0.04 ∠(B‒C‒B)narrow 63.4 63.3(2)  0.05 ∠(B‒C‒B)wide 113.7 113.4(2)  0.10 ∠(B‒B‒B)narrow 60.0 60.0(2)  0.04 ∠(B‒B‒B)wide 107.9 107.9(2)  0.03 ∠S‒C‒C 118.0 118.0(1)  0.13 ∠S‒C‒B 119.4 119.6(2)  0.07 ∠C‒S‒H 95.4 95.9(2)  0.00 ∠C‒B‒H 116.7 116.7(3)  0.02 ∠B‒B‒H 123.1 123.1(3)  0.01 

|∠CCSH(anti)| 89.9 89.9(4)  0.00 

|∠CCSH(syn)| 95.2 95.2(2)  0.00 

Rf, % 17.0c 5.1 
a Averaging was done for parameters of the same type both in C2- and Cs-

conformers. Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations obtained in 

least squares analysis. 
b Contribution of experimental GED data into parameters.  
c For the model with respective theoretical molecular structure. 

 

Figure 5. Experimental (circles) and model (solid line) radial 
distribution functions of 2. The difference curve is shown at the 
bottom. Vertical bars indicate the most important interatomic terms.  
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Table 2. Averaged values of selected theoretical (MP2/cc-pVTZ) and 
semi-experimental geometrical parameters (Å, degrees) of 2 with 
respective experiment contribution factors.a 

 a Averaging was done for parameters of the same type both in C2- and Cs-

conformers. Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations obtained in least 

squares analyses. 
b Contribution of experimental GED data into parameters. 
c For the model with respective theoretical molecular structure. 

 

 

Contribution of experimental data to refined structures 

As described above, stable least-squares refinements of structu-
res of 1 and 2 based on GED data could be performed using 
additional information from quantum-chemical calculations. In 
this sense the resulting structures are semi-experimental. 
Accordingly, an important question can be raised: to what extent 
can the structures be considered experimental? Recently we 
have already formulated this problem and developed a simple 

numerical method for its solving.16 However, the proposed pro-
cedure was essentially empirical. In the present work we have 
developed a more advanced and theoretically sound method.  
Let us consider a minimization of a least-squares functional Q 
based on multiple data sets: 
 𝑄 =∑𝑄𝑖𝑖 → 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 
 
where Qi denotes the discrepancy functional for the i-th data 
set. Our goal is to build a function wi which characterizes the 
contribution of the i-th data set to refined parameters. This 
function should satisfy the following conditions: wi  [0;1] and ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖 = 1. The functional Q can be approximated using a Taylor 
expansion in the vicinity of the minimum: 
 

𝑄 ≈∑( 
 𝑄𝑖min +∑(𝜕𝑄𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑛)min (𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑛min) +𝑛+12∑∑( 𝜕2𝑄𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑛𝜕𝑥𝑚)min (𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑛min)(𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑚min)𝑚𝑛 +⋯) 

 
𝑖 , 

 
where xm and xn are refined parameters, min denotes the 
minimum of Q. Cross-terms can be ignored if the correlations 
between parameters are small. In this case 
 𝑄 ≈∑𝑞𝑛𝑛 , 
 
where qn is the part of total functional depending only on 
parameter xn, which can be further represented as a sum 
(below we omit subscript n for clarity): 
 𝑞 =∑𝑞𝑖𝑖 ≈∑(𝑎0(𝑖) + 𝑎1(𝑖)(𝑥 − 𝑥min) + 𝑎2(𝑖)2 (𝑥 − 𝑥min)2 +⋯)𝑖 , 
 
where qi is the partial functional for the i-th data set, 
 𝑎𝑘(𝑖) = (𝜕𝑘𝑄𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑘 )𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

The functional q can be associated with a probability distri-
bution p as q = −ln(p) + const. Obviously 𝑝 ∝ ∏ 𝑝𝑖𝑖 , where pi is 
the partial distribution corresponding to the functional qi. Taking 

only the first three terms of the expansion for qi the distribution pi 
is a Gaussian function  
 𝑝𝑖 = 1𝜎𝑖√2πexp(−(𝑥 − 𝜇𝑖)22𝜎𝑖2 ) 

 
with a dispersion i

2 = 1/a2
(i) and a mean µi = −a1

(i)/a2
(i). A 

possible way of defining i is through the measure of proximity 
of the dispersion of 𝑝𝑖 to the dispersion of the total 𝑝. It is simple 
to show that the following equality is true: 
 1𝜎2 =∑ 1𝜎𝑖2𝑖  

 

 MP2    GED    

 re  α = 0.7  α  = 43 

 re  re wb  re rg wb 

rB‒H 1.181  1.197(20) 0.15  1.188(4) 1.209(4) 0.00 

rSe‒H 1.454  1.508(17) 0.39  1.457(4) 1.475(4) 0.02 

rC‒B 1.705  1.689(17) 0.94  1.699(3) 1.720(3) 0.24 

rC‒C 1.731  1.750(28) 0.93  1.726(5) 1.725(5) 0.17 

rB‒B 1.782  1.777(19) 0.94  1.775(3) 1.790(3) 0.24 

rC‒Se 1.904  1.902(10) 0.99  1.904(3) 1.922(3) 0.52 ∠(C‒C‒B)narrow 59.7  59.1(8) 0.82  59.7(1)  0.10 ∠(C‒C‒B)wide 110.0  109.6(8) 0.87  109.9(1)  0.08 ∠C‒B‒C 60.6  61.8(10) 0.93  60.6(2)  0.15 ∠(C‒B‒B)narrow 58.3  58.2(7) 0.91  58.4(1)  0.12 ∠(C‒B‒B)wide 105.3  105.8(9) 0.83  105.3(2)  0.07 ∠(B‒C‒B)narrow 63.3  63.6(7) 0.89  63.3(1)  0.10 ∠(B‒C‒B)wide 114.0  113.8(8) 0.95  114.0(2)  0.22 ∠(B‒B‒B)narrow 60.0  60.0(7) 0.76  60.0(1)  0.06 ∠(B‒B‒B)wide 107.9  107.8(9) 0.77  107.9(2)  0.05 ∠Se‒C‒C 119.2  119.2(4) 0.97  119.3(1)  0.32 ∠Se‒C‒B 118.9  119.1(9) 0.91  118.9(2)  0.17 ∠C‒Se‒H  93.9  93.1(9) 0.03  94.0(2)  0.00 ∠C‒B‒H 117.0  117.8(12) 0.75  117.1(2)  0.04 ∠B‒B‒H 123.1  123.0(12) 0.51  123.1(2)  0.02 

|∠CCSeH(anti)| 84.7  83.2(16) 0.04  84.6(3)  0.00 

|∠CCSeH(syn)| 92.1  93.9(7) 0.24  92.7(1)  0.00 

Rf, % 10.8c  4.0  5.1 
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Therefore it is possible to define the measure of contribution of 
the i-th functional in the parameter x as: 
 𝑤𝑖 = 𝜎2𝜎𝑖2 = 𝑎2(𝑖)∑ 𝑎2(𝑗)𝑗 , 
where the summation in the denominator is performed for all 
data sets Qi. This expression can be directly used for indepen-
dently refined parameters. It is also valid for dependent parame-
ters ξ; however, the corresponding second derivatives a2 should 
additionally be evaluated as: 
 (𝜕2𝑄𝑖𝜕𝜉2 )min =∑∑( 𝜕2𝑄𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑛𝜕𝑥𝑚)min (𝜕𝑥𝑛𝜕𝜉 ) (𝜕𝑥𝑚𝜕𝜉 )𝑚𝑛+∑(𝜕𝑄𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑛)min (𝜕2𝑥𝑛𝜕𝜉2 )𝑛 . 
 

For the geometrical parameters the second derivatives 

 (𝜕2𝑥𝑛𝜕𝜉2 ) 

 
are small and therefore the second term of the expression can 
be omitted to a good approximation. 
 

Molecular geometries from GED 

Tables 1 and 2 list the averaged values of the most important 
geometric parameters of 1 and 2, respectively, refined from GED 
data with inclusion of required portion of regularization. These 
values are compared to quantum-chemically calculated ones. 
The computed contributions of GED data to the refined 
parameters (w in Tables 1 and 2) show that parameters defining 
the hydrogen positions are in fact mostly theoretical. Without 
having values of w it could be mistakenly believed that GED can 
determine positions of hydrogens in 1 and 2 with a precision of 
several thousands of an Angstrom on an experimental basis.  
The values of w for the B‒B, B‒C and C‒C bonds are 
experimental only to about 10–25%. The bonds C‒S and C‒Se 
are those with the biggest experimental contribution with w = 36 
and 52%, respectively. This agrees well with common qualitative 
expectations about so-called strong and weak parameters in 
GED refinements. However, the proposed method for calculation 
of w values is probably not the only possible way for numerical 

expression of contributions of experimental data to refined 
parameters. Therefore the absolute values of w should be 
assessed with caution. It is more reliable to compare w values 
for different parameters within one molecule or for the same 
parameters in a molecule obtained from refinements with 
different extent of regularization. In case of 1 and 2 geometrical 
parameters were refined independently (without fixed 
constraints) and were all regularized to the same extent; that is, 
there were no different individual weights in the second term of 
the functional shown in equation 1. The regularization was 
controlled only by the single global parameter α. This was done 
in order to keep the natural relationship between weak and 
strong parameters in GED and to show this explicitly in the final 
results.  
The other interesting aspect is the influence of the global 
regularization parameter α on the contribution of experimental 
data into refined parameters. Obviously, in the case where α = 0 
the parameters are completely experimental, but under these 
conditions the solution of the problem becomes very unstable 
yielding unphysical values. In the opposite case, when α 
approaches infinity, experimental GED intensities play no role 
and the parameters are refined effectively only on the basis of 
theoretical data and approach exactly the regularization values.  
In the refinement of 2 we found two solutions (represented in 
Table 2) with different values for α. In the case of α = 0.7 the 
contribution of experimental GED data in the parameters 
approaches 90–100%, except for parameters defining hydrogen 
positions. However, the standard deviations of the refined 
parameters were relatively large. This is the price for refining all 
the parameters without fixed constraints and applying only a 
very small portion of regularization. In contrast, the second 
stable solution with α = 43 showed systematically lower w’s but 
also smaller standard deviations and correlations. Naturally, the 
agreement with experimental data in this case was also 
somewhat worse, as the R factors show. The first solution had 
relatively large deviations from regularization values, at least for 
Se‒H and C‒C bond lengths. Thus, the case for α = 0.7 was 
considered as on the border of stability and as the main solution 
was chosen the second case α = 43. Also this second solution 
gave parameters with contributions of experimental GED data 
comparable to those from the refinement of 1. This is expected 
since both molecules are similar from GED point of view, which 
can be seen by comparing their radial distribution functions 
(Figures 4 and 5). 

Table 4 C–C bond lengths in Å for all the compounds considered for the selected 
geometries. 
 
 O S (1) Se (2) Te (3) 
 C2 Cs C2 Cs C2 Cs C2 Cs 
MP2/AE1 1.773 1.779 1.754 1.758 1.727 1.735   
MP2/AE2 1.726 1.728 1.740 1.750     
MP2/AE3     1.724 1.741   
MP2/AE4     1.732 1.743   
MP2/ECP1     1.732 1.742 1.715 1.727 
MP2/ECP2     1.729 1.735 1.712 1.721 
GED   1.753(7) 1.757(7) 1.724(5) 1.728(5)   
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Comparison of the final refined 
structures of 1 and 2 at first sight 
revealed stability of the boron part of 
molecular cage: averaged B–B 
distances and B–B–B angles are 
very similar in both molecules. 
However, inspection of w values 
clearly indicated that this result was 
mostly dictated by theory due to 
applied regularization. Indeed, the 
contribution of GED data to B–B 
distances was about 20%, for the B–
B–B angles it was even lower, about 
3-5%. Fortunately, for 2 we had 
another refinement with low α. The 
B–B distances and B–B–B angles in 
this refinement had much larger 
contributions from experiment, up to 
94%, but nearly the same values as 
in the main model. Thus, we 
observed stability of the refined 
values of these parameters with 
respect to regularization and could 
assume the same stability in case of 
1 due to the same type of structure. 
This made us to conclude that GED 
experiment still proved the equality of 
purely boron parts of structures in 1 
and 2 within indicated uncertainties. 
Somewhat worse was situation with 
the C–C bonds. Table 2 shows that 
the refined value of the C–C bond 
length can be unstable with weak 
regularization, its values largely 
differed for solutions with α = 0.7 and 
α = 43. In the final models of 1 and 2 
the refined values of the C–C bond 
length were significantly different, re = 
1.755(7) and 1.726(5) Å, respectively. 
However, they were determined with 
relatively low contributions of experi-
mental data, 8 and 17%, respectively. 
Thus, it was not possible to 
determine with great confidence the 
difference between C–C bond 
lengths in 1 and 2. 
The structures in which E = O, Te 
were also tackled but only computa-
tionally to enable us to compare the 
C–C distances in the whole series of 
1,2-(EH)2-1,2-C2B10H10 (see Table 4): 
the heavier the chalcogen atom is, 
the shorter the C–C distance in the 
carbaborane core, which is probably 
one of the most interesting structural results obtained from this 
series of compounds. If the C–C bond length in the gas-phase 
structure in 1 is one of the driving forces in the modification of 

various metal surfaces, 2 might behave in similar manner in this 
respect, possibly on the basis of close C–C distances of the 
carbaborane core when comparing 1 and 2. 
 

Table 3 Calculated and experimental (in CDCl3) 11B NMR chemical shifts for closo-1,2-
(EH)2-1,2-C2B10H10, E = S (1), Se (2), Te (3).a 

 

 δ(11B) / ppm 

 B(3,6)b B(4,5,7,11) B(8,10)b B(9,12) 

 1    

GIAO-MP2/IGLO-II//MP2/AE2 C2 −7.6 −6.5 −9.4 −3.1 

GIAO-MP2/IGLO-II//MP2/AE2 Cs −8.9(−5.3/−12.5) −6.3 −8.6(−7.9/−9.3) −3.3 

GIAO-MP2/IGLO-II//GED C2 −7.7 −6.7 −9.4 −3.0 

GIAO-MP2/IGLO-II//GED Cs −8.2(−4.5/−11.9) −6.6 −8.9(−8.0/−9.7) −3.2 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/AE2 C2 −13.5 −11.9 −14.6 −6.9 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/AE2 Cs −14.7(−10.7/−18.6) −11.4 −13.7(−12.8/−14.6) −7.2 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP// GED C2 −13.5 −11.9 −14.5 −6.9 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP// GED Cs −13.9(−9.9/−18.0) −11.7 −14.0(−12.9/−15.1) −7.2 

Experimentalc −10.6 −8.5 −10.6 −4.5 

 2     

GIAO-MP2/AE5//MP2/AE3 C2 
 

−6.5 −5.9 −8.4 −1.9 

GIAO-MP2/AE5//MP2/AE3 Cs 
 

−8.1(−4.5/−11.7) −5.5 −7.5(−6.6/−8.5) −2.0 

GIAO-MP2/AE5//MP2/AE4 C2 
 

−6.9 −5.9 −8.2 −1.9 

GIAO-MP2/AE5//MP2/AE4 Cs 
 

−8.1(−4.5/−11.7) −5.5 −7.4(−6.5/−8.3) −2.0 

GIAO-MP2/AE5//MP2/ECP1 C2 
 

−7.0 −5.9 −8.1 −2.0 

GIAO-MP2/AE5//MP2/ECP1 Cs 
 

−8.2(−4.6/−11.8) −5.5 −7.3(−6.5/−8.1) −2.1 

GIAO-MP2/AE5//GED C2 
 

−7.2 −6.1 −8.7 −2.6 

GIAO-MP2/AE5//GED Cs 
 

−8.5(−4.9/−12.0) −6.2 −7.7(−6.8/−8.6) −2.4 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/AE3 C2 
 

−12.1 −11.3 −13.4 −6.1 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/AE3 Cs 
 

−13.6(−9.3/−18.0) −10.7 −12.6(−11.3/−13.9) −6.2 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/AE4 C2 
 

−12.4 −11.2 −13.2 −6.1 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/AE4 Cs 
 

−13.6(−9.3/−17.9) −10.8 −12.4(−11.8/−13.7) −6.2 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/ECP1 C2 
 

−12.6 −11.2 −13.1 −6.2 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/ECP1 Cs 
 

−13.7(−9.4/−18.0) −10.8 −12.3(−11.1/−13.5) −6.2 

Experimentalc 

 
−9.2 −8.2 −9.2 −3.7 

 3    

GIAO-MP2/ECP3//MP2/ECP2 C2 −6.4 −4.9 −6.6 −3.2 

GIAO-MP2/ECP3//MP2/ECP2 Cs −7.7(−4.4/−10.9) −4.6 −6.0(−5.0/−7.1) −2.5 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/ECP2 C2 −11.6 −10.4 −10.6 −3.8 

ZORA-BP86(SO)/TZP//MP2/ECP2 Cs −12.8(−9.1/−16.5) −10.0 −10.0(−8.5/−11.5) −3.6 

a Relative to BF3·OEt2; see text for description and Figure 1 for atom numbering. b As the values for B(3) and 
B(6) and B(8) and B(10) differ significantly for the calculated structures in the Cs values, giving only the 
average may be misleading, hence the individual values for B(3)/B(6) and B(8)/B(10) are also given in 
parentheses for these structures. c This work, which also includes the computed 11B NMR for E = O, see Table 
S26. Similarly as for 1, just three signals were experimentally detected, with the intensities 4:4:2 (i.e. 
(2+2):4:2). The 77Se NMR chemical shift is 367 ppm, the computed mean value obtained at the GIAO-
MP2/AE5//MP2/AE4 level is 291 ppm. 
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NMR computations  

Table 3 reveals a very good accord between the calculated and 
experimental 11B chemical shifts using the GIAO-MP2 model 
chemistry based on various MP2 geometries including GED 
ones; the latter did not have a pronounced influence on the com-
puted results. Inspection of the table confirms such a conclusion. 
The ADF code performs worse in this respect; it tends to 
exaggerate shieldings of all boron atoms systematically with 
respect to experimental data (to lower frequencies). This is the 
effect of dynamic electron correlation that makes the GIAO-MP2 
approach superior to the ZORA approach. It is quite apparent 
that neither S nor Se have significant influence on the 11B NMR 
chemical shifts with respect to the parent compound, see also 
ref. 5b. Table 3 also shows a good accord between the 
computed and experimental 77Se chemical shifts, which further 
supports the correctness of the molecular structure of 2 in the 
liquid phase. 
Chalcogen atoms are further away from the boron core and C–
S(Se) bonds exhibit predominantly p-character (at MP2/AE5). 
This means that no large spin-orbit corrections (SO) are to be 
expected for calculations of the 11B magnetic shieldings in terms 
of ZORA approach, since such effects are usually transmitted 
via a Fermi-contact-type relay mechanism. This is very efficient 
when bonds with high s character are involved,17 as was also 
found for arachno-Se2B8H10

18 and closo-1-SeB11H11,1 where 
chalcogen atoms are much closer with respect to the boron 
arrangement. The explicit ZORA-BP86(SO) approach unambi-
guously confirmed this expectation since estimated scalar ZORA 
values from those shown in Table 3 just by subtracting SO 
contributions were almost the same as ZORA-BP86(SO) 
reported in this table.  
Therefore relativistic effects do not need to be considered 
seriously for E = S and Se. Larger deviations from the 
experimental values are achieved through the use of the BP86 
functional from the reason mentioned above. 

Conclusions  

Although 1 has been known for decades, 2 was only obtained as 
part of this current work, which enriches the body of exo-sub-
stituted carbaboranes available. Both structures were determi-
ned by using the GED and ab initio/GIAO/NMR method,19 quite 
often used in structural chemistry of boron clusters since the 
solid-state structural studies are hindered by disordered single -
crystals. A new method for calculation of contributions w of 
experimental GED data to refined parameters significantly 
improves the quality assessment of refined parameters and 
realistic possibilities of GED method. Taking the C–Se bond in 2 
as an example we see that the difference between refined and 
theoretical values correlates very weakly with w. This can be 
interpreted in a way that this bond length in 2 is a “good” 
parameter for the GED method, i.e. its value is stably refined 
independent on the extent of regularization. Taking into 
consideration that the difference itself is very small we can also 
conclude that the theoretical value is accurate. Overall, the 
presented gas-phase structures of 1 and 2 reveal that the posi-

tions of C–S and C–Se distances in the corresponding radial 
distribution curves in which chalcogens are involved are 
unambiguously determined, which is in line with the gas-phase 
structures of closo-1-SB11H11 and closo-1-SeB11H11

1 and helps 
to determine the carbaborane moiety relatively accurately. The 
gas-phase structures of 1 and 2 are in good accord with various 
MP2 geometries as comparison between the measured and 
computed 11B NMR spectra revealed. The agreement between 
the computed and experimental 77Se NMR spectra is also good, 
considering the fact that the chemical shift range for δ(Se) is 
3000 ppm.45 The experimental EH functionalization of other 
closo carbaboranes is in progress.  

Experimental Section 

Syntheses 

closo-1,2-(SH)2-1,2-C2B10H10 (1). The sample (purity >98% as assessed 
by GC MS) was prepared according to a literature procedure6 and 
purified by chromatography through a silica gel column, followed by 
crystallization from a hot mixture of hexane and dichloromethane (1:1). 

closo-1,2-(SeH)2-1,2-C2B10H10 (2). In analogy with the known synthesis 
of 1, butyl lithium (3 ml of a 1.6 M solution in hexane, 4.8 mmol) was 
added to a solution of ortho-carborane (0.34 g, 2.4 mmol) in diethyl ether 
(50 ml) at room temperature. A white suspension was obtained and 
stirred for 2 h. Addition of selenium (0.37 g, 4.7 mmol) gave, after 24 h, a 
yellow solution. The reaction mixture was next cooled to 0 °C and a 
solution of 20 ml of anhydrous trifluoroacetic acid was added. After 
stirring at room temperature for 15 min., the ether layer was separated, 
dried over magnesium sulfate and evaporated to dryness, yielding 0.65 g 
of crude 2, which was recrystallized from pentane and then sublimed as 
a yellowish powder. The yield of pure compound (0.55 g) was 78%, 
based on starting ortho-carborane. Its purity >98% was assessed by GC 
MS. Again, its architecture was verified by 11B NMR and 77Se spectro-
scopies, including two-dimensional COSY (COrrelated SpectroscopY) 
measurements for the first spectra, see Table 3. 

Computational methods 

Calculations were performed using the resources provided by the 
EPSRC UK National Service for Computational Chemistry Software 
(NSCCS) at Imperial College London and Computing Centre at the 
University of Köln running the Gaussian 09 suite of programs20 and 
Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF)21 code running at the University of 
York.  

Molecular structures and gas-phase acidities. Gaussian 09 was used 
to perform 2-D scans of potential energy along two CCXH (X = S, Se) 
torsion angles for each of 1 and 2, revealing stable structures of Cs and 
C2 symmetry (see Figures 2 and 3). Two conformations belonging to 
these point groups have also been identified in geometry optimizations of 
3. With these symmetry constraints, geometries were optimized using the 
MP222 method to include the energy due to electron correlation. All MP2 
calculations were spin restricted and with frozen core, using one of the 
following all-electron (AE) basis-set combinations: for 1 cc-pVTZ on all 
atoms (AE1), 6-31+G(d) on all atoms (AE2); for 2 641(d) on Se and 6-
31+G(d) on B, C and H (denoted AE3), 962(d) on Se and 6-31+G(d)23 on 
B, C and H (denoted AE4). The 641(d) and 962(d) basis sets for Se are 
Binning and Curtiss’ [6s4p1d] contraction24 of Dunning’s (14s11p5d) 
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primitive set.25 These basis-set combinations have performed very well 
for similar types of molecules.18  

Additional calculations were performed using the quasi-relativistic Stutt-
gart-Dresden effective core potential (ECP)26 for Se and Te with 
polarized double-zeta valence basis set augmented with a diffuse sp 
set27 and a d polarization function,28 together with 6-31+G(d) basis on B, 
C and H (denoted ECP1) for 2 and 3; SDB-cc-pVTZ29 on Se and Te and 
cc-pVTZ on C, B, H (denoted as ECP2) were also used for 2 and 3. Gas-
phase acidity results are from second derivative analyses performed at 
the MP2/AE1 level and are defined as the difference in free energies be-
tween that of a neutral species and the sum of those of an anion and H+. 

Gas electron diffraction (GED). Electron diffraction patterns were 
recorded on the recently improved Balzers Eldigraph KDG2 gas electron 
diffractometer30 at Bielefeld University. Data for 1 and 2 were collected at 
two different nozzle-to-detector distances, namely 250.0 and 500.0 mm, 
with the samples heated to 409±4 K. Experimental conditions are 
presented in Table S1 of the Supporting Information. Electron diffraction 
patterns were measured on Fuji BAS IP MP imaging plates, which were 
scanned using a calibrated Fuji BAS 1800II scanner. The respective total 
intensity curves (Tables S2 and S3 and Figures S1–S6 in SI) were 
obtained by applying the method described in elsewhere.31 Electron 
wavelengths were refined as is routine32 using diffraction patterns of CCl4, 
recorded along with the substances under study. 

Vibrational amplitudes and corrections. For the refinements of the 
molecular structures of 1 and 2 from GED data vibrational amplitudes 
and corrections (ra–re) have been computed for all pairs of atoms. One 
set of these parameters has been calculated using standard perturbation 
theory formulated by Sipachev33 and implemented in the VibModule pro-
gram.34 Precomputed at the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level geometry, analytical 
harmonic and numerical cubic force fields have been utilized in this 
procedure. For testing purposes another set of parameters has been 
calculated using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and applying 
additional quantum corrections computed with our newly developed 
program Qassandra.35 The MD trajectories were obtained using the 
GAMESS US software36 at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The 
simulations for both compounds were started from stable structures of Cs 
and C2 symmetry and were carried out for the temperature of GED expe-
riment using chains of two Nosé-Hoover NVT thermostats. The trajectory 
lengths were 2.5 ps and 1.9 ps for 1 and 2, respectively, with a time step 
of 0.2 fs for all simulations. The first 0.4 ps of the trajectories were 
ignored to account for the equilibration phase. 

Magnetic shielding calculations. Magnetic shieldings were calculated 
using the GIAO-MP2 method37 implemented within the Gaussian 09 suite 
of programs. The IGLO-II basis set38 was used throughout for S, B, C 
and H atoms, together with one of the following basis sets for Se: 
962+(d)39 (denoted AE5), the abovementioned ECP with its augmented 
valence basis and (denoted ECP3), and IGLO-II without f functions40 
(denoted II’) and only with ECP3 for Te. MP2/AE1 geometries were not 
used for the computations of magnetic shieldings.  

Additional NMR calculations were performed using the MP2/AE5 
optimized geometry with the Amsterdam density functional (ADF) code21 
employing the BP86 functional.41 The two-component relativistic zeroth-
order regular approximation (ZORA) method42 including scalar and spin-
orbit (SO)43 corrections were employed for these computations. We have 
used the triple-zeta basis set plus one polarization function (denoted 
TZP; from the ADF library) for all atoms. 11B chemical shifts were 
calculated relative to B2H6 and converted to the usual BF3·OEt2 scale 
using the experimental δ(11B) value for B2H6 of 16.6 ppm.44 NMR 
chemical shifts are given in Table 3. 

Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available 

Experimental ED conditions (Table S1), intensity data (Tables 
S2 and S3 and Figures S1–S6), geometrical models (Tables S4 
and S5), vibrational amplitudes and distance corrections (Tables 
S6–S13).Tables S14-S22 list the Cartesian geometries of 1 and 
2, whereas Table S23 provides scale factors from GED 
refinements and Table S24-S24 show correlation matrices from 
these procedures. Table S26 gives computed 11B NMR chemical 
shifts for E = O. Characteristic curves for the regularization 
parameter α are given in Figures S13-S16. 

Keywords: carbaboranes • thioles • selenoles • gas-phase 

electron diffraction • quantum-chemical calculations • method 
development 
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